Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

There are so many lies around that people are losing the point. However the rough facts of reality can never lie. In fact the jewish lying has only the purpose of misdirecting attention, but the crimes happen anyway.

One instance of this is the jewish bible. The bible puts emphasis on how all Gentiles who are kings and rulers are to be turned into slaves, humanity must become a cattle, and worship Rabbi Jewsus.

Somehow, the story of one fantasy Rabbi made it to actually become for a short while "God" of this world. God became nothing else but the notion of some jew by birth, hovering above the clouds.

As thus all his physical offspring even in a subconscious way is to be kept in a high and holy esteem of being Gods. That's the scat eating, organ selling, usury masterful jews.

Wisdom in many ways is simple thinking. People have been terraformed into soulless, cows, that just consume, live and let be, run the wheels of society of the jews until they die without a soul.

They move for distraction to distraction, towards destruction to destruction. We have people who actually long, cherish and want the planet to be destroyed, because this is what some jews wrote on some book.

The enemy follows the method deflect, deny the accusation, blame elsewhere. They blame each and everyone else, one the other, and they have made a lie they call "All Powerful jewish God" on which they justify their agenda for enslaving, humiliating and destroying humanity.

Why do jews slaughter the Middle East? Because "Gawd" said so in his self-authored book. People are so retarded that the literally think an all cosmic and all powerful entity has the need to write a book that even a sociopath would write better.

In orthodox christianity (this is pure Judaism in nothing but the different name) when an infant is baptized to the jewish excrement thoughtform, the line goes like this in the liturgy: "Baptized is the slave, named ___insert Goy name here___".
They literally call the people SLAVES in front of their faces. The other line goes "Warded off is Satan from this person", because according to them, all humans are born inherently with Satan in them, but "God" has to be put there by force. The retards who watch thus laugh and applaud.

What a happy moment. You brought one new cattle for the jews to waste, milk and overwork. Your child just turned into a jewish slave. Amazing day.

Then, they go at Sunday's mass to drink from a cup of blood, and mimic a Rabbinical ritual of tribalist blood drinking, like the jews do on yom Kippur on murdered and sacrificed Gentile Children.

Another one, has anyone ever noticed that (((world history))) begins exactly where the supposed Torah is saying the "world" was created? Obviously, humans existed for thousands upon thousands years more.

The jews have even changed the calendar of the planet and replaced it with jewish crap. The same has went for historical evidence which if course, if it does not comply to the Torah, the jews make sure never makes it into (((mainstream history))).

Most people go out and eat to a jewish food chain, vote for jewish politicians, listen to jewish music, and read jewish magazines on their waiting line to the jewish doctor.

Then they leave, buy pills from a jewish corp, and go watch series made up by some jew. Their dreams are to get the clothes jews wear, and their idols is to become like some jew. They are well studied for they have studied all the jewish theorists and skeptics.

Their soul also belongs to a jew too, as they believe in what jews tell them is the "good thing". How they act in their existence is totally dominated by jews. Their arguments, observations, even what makes them happy or sad, is based on some jewish idea or context.

They have no spirituality to practice anymore, as technically the jews removed it by death and iron from their ancestors. Who gives a fuck about Ancestors anyway? Jews said we are citizens of the world. If you feel the world is wrong, you will take some pill according to Dr Shekelbergs advice, and be just fine again. Easy peasy.

They are slaves of the jews and as such free. After all, as the jews said, you are free in Demokrazy, Pisslam, and generally everywhere away from the evil guys like Satan, Hitler etc.
Your freedom lies not in being an individual entity with a meaning, heroic deeds, life, aims, pursuits or pleasures, and spiritual ascension or bravery. Your freedom is to be a slave to the jews. As you can see words like freedom, free thought, free speech, god, etc, mean a lot to the jews.

They have let us know in their own thousand years old culture. God is watching you when you masturbate and he will kill you.

This is what the all powerful supposed creator of the universe is supposed to do anyway. Count the hair on your ass, kill you for masturbating, destroy the planet, make criminal jews rulers etc. We are talking about a deeply nice and exalted being right here. But it requires slaves. That's what the slaves do.

They in fact survive for one reason only, to feed the jewtrix. The list goes endless, to the final point where the slave who is completely distanced from Satyan (Eternal Truth) leaves their soul to go straight into feeding the astral jew in the astral.

Once upon a time people had their civilizations and their fates on their hands. Now, they are hanging from the bloodied hands of the jews. This is changing, we are fighting to change this, and in the end we will win. The enemy must be obliterated completely from everywhere and annihilated spiritually.

And for all of the above, the jewish computer algorithm just throws one "it's not me" and they literally believe they solved the problem. Screw everything you see and pluck your eye out if it causes you to sin (intelligence is a sin).

I know the majority of you are very angry and disgusted at the people who cannot open their eyes. They are becoming less by the day. In the end of the day however, not all people are born to be masters, and most are born and cultivated to be slaves. As for them, we are caring about humanity, not about slaves and human judeo inflicted-viruses in a human shell.

Those who are to master, should not be concerned or afraid about those who are enslaved. The loyalty or fighting of the slave is by definition weak, and we do not need their help or assistance. What we need is people to realize Satan's intentions, plans and transformative powers.

As such one may be born a slave, but one will become a self-master. One regains what one is born with: The Spirit of Satan.
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